Introduction
Recently for the purpose of increasing the safety at sea Up to the now the domestic Vessel Traffic Service has adopted a harbour-oriented control method which is unable to consider enough characteristics of its work. However, developed countries have carried out ship's using the water area-oriented control method to be well considered the characteristics of control for increasing efficiency of it.
Especially, Daesan VTS, Pyeongtaek VTS and Inchon VTS can have confusions of control because of overlapped service areas of them. It was reported that the volume of vessel traffic in these harbours is the second largest after Pusan harbour (Park, 2008) . Therefore, in this paper studied Sector Division control method to improve the efficiency and the concentration of VTS and to reduce workload of traffic control about the relevant waters. It is necessary to demand high density management in these areas (Kim, 1998) . Especially, the area, from Ando island to Janganseo, is the place where the using waters of ship overlapped and vessels using the area is controlled by each VTS center according to entering the port. Thus confusions of control can take place and works for preventing traffic accidents in emergency can be difficult.
VTS affairs about the relevant waters
Additionally, the area is the congestion of vessel traffics.
There are also a lot of vessels waiting for entry into Inchon, Daesan and Pyeongtaek port. As the reasons mentioned above, we suggest the Sector Division control method to improve the efficiency and the concentration of vessel traffic service to the relevant waters. 
An instance of sector division control
The sector division control method has been applied at Hongkong VTS, Singapore VTS, Tokyo VTS, the narrow channel of Turkey and Istanbul VTS, to improve the efficiency of vessel traffic control in the area where the vessel traffic is concentrated and the using waters of ship is overlapped. We will take a close look at vessel traffic control of Singapore harbour which has the highest density vessel traffic. -If possible, regions and sectors to be separated in a few.
-Avoid the place where a ship alters her course.
-Avoid the place where the passage meets or crosses.
-Each sector and region has to be named.
-Bounds have to be declared at suitable sailing directions and "World VTS Guide"
Considering International Standards and Guides, it is desirable that the relevant waters is divided into three regions and each region is divided into several suitable sectors again for the high concentration in traffic control.
The region division of VTS
As Fig.5 shows, we make a proposal that the relevant 
The sector division of VTS
We make a proposal that Regions suggested above is divided into nine sectors again, and that was showed in Fig.6 . The detailed control plan is such as follows. 
